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WASTE SORTING SYSTEM IN ISERLOHN

PACKAGING WASTE. Europe’s most modern waste sort-
ing system is in Iserlohn - sensors separate miscellane-
ous plastics. BY BARBARA A. CEPIELIK

How is it that a waste expert can recognize that Christmas 
had taken place? By discarded video cassettes whose tapes 
wrap around everything in the plastics sorting plant. At 
Christmas a lot of electronic equipment is given away; stor-
age media having become useless are thrown into the yel-
low bag since people think that what they like is valuable and 
could be recycled. And therefore the trouble with old video 
cassettes in the waste sorting system of the Lobbe compa-
ny at Iserlohn. For Mr. Klaus Bertmann, site manager of the 
currently most modern plant of its type in Europe, they are 
annoying “products dropped by mistake” like Christmas tree 
nettings which interfere with the machines not less.

Mr. Bertmann runs a plant which is capable of sorting re-
cord-breaking 45 percent of the delivered lightweight pack-
agings so purely that they can be used for producing new 
products (pipes, bottles etc.) in an efficient manner. Thus, 
the plant considerably exceeds its target. A flagship pro-
ject, Mr. Norbert Völl from the Green Dot Germany thinks. 
A 14-million Euro investment which offers much more than 
the 1.2 kilometres of conveyors in a huge hall. As in a laby-
rinth, the belts move quickly above and below each other, 
and on all of them: waste, plastics, film.  250 tons of plastics 
are processed every day, 45 truck loads. At the end, finely 
sorted bales leave the house - compacted aluminium and 
tinplate as well.

Whatever the large buckets deliver for a separation looks 
like a whole mess: bags, yoghurt cups, shampoo bottles, cof-
fee capsules shoot by on belts, tetra-packs and cardboard 

chips, indefinables as well. There is a sweetish smell like in a 
refrigerator which has not been cleaned for a long time. The 
whole mess is surprisingly quickly separated by screening 
machines, magnetic separators, ballistic separators and ed-
dy-current separators. It is good that waste cannot become 
dizzy. 15 sensor-based devices take care of the rest.

First of all, it is the turn of plastic film since it would ad-
versely affect the identification of the other materials.  Then 
everything else: Separation is by size and weight, some 
parts are blown away, other parts fall through slots to an-
other conveyor. What would give a layman the impression 
of a light barrier is near-infrared technology identifying the 
most different plastics.  No human being would be capable 
of doing this at this speed and with that precision. There-
fore: Polypropylene here, polyethylene there. Coffee cap-
sules - a significant amount they can be seen - are united 
in the end, no matter whether they are discounter or brand 
products - everything aluminium. 

It is not until the end that some operators glance at the 
whirled and shaken material, interfering here and there to 
establish order. No comparison with the scenarios 20 years 
ago when men with a facemask separated softener bottle 
for softener bottle, bag for bag - and did not dare to dream 
that there would once be devices which identify the type of 
plastics of damaged packagings.

41 tons of tinplate, 24 tons of former beverage cartons, 37 
tons of former film leave the hall every year - but also an 
equivalent quantity of not (yet) marketable plastic waste 
which ends up in an incineration plant (or as substitute fuel 
in the industry). A law requires that 36 percent of the plas-
tic waste must be recycled “materially”. This low rate stems 

The Yellow Bag in the Red-Light District.
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from former times of the packaging ordinance. As long as 
the lawmakers do not require more utilization of the ma-
terial, only a few waste companies are ambitious enough 
to optimize their plants such that they deliver a lot of ma-
terial which is more than a filler for road construction or a 
pellet substitute. Whoever thinks that a yoghurt cup would 
become a yoghurt cup again is wrong. Almost half of the 
material which was thrown into the “yellow bin” goes to in-
cineration - fashionably called “thermal utilization”.

A high yield of material as in Iserlohn is worth the effort. Un-
til now the plant has been adjusted to quite a dozen of ma-
terials, “but if the customers wish, we should do more”, the 
technical manager says. This means: The recycling efforts 
must pay - and customers have to be found. But this is dif-
ficult: Products made of recycled plastics are still regarded 
as niche products.

At the “Green Dot” in Köln-Porz, a small laboratory team is 
already busy with that: First bottles for “Frosch” household 
products contain a considerable portion of recycled yel-
low-bag plastics. An organic market chain in Southern Ger-
many has already decided on shopping baskets which are 
produced from recycled plastic waste granulate. And the 
Henkel group has just presented a Perwoll plastic bottle 
shimmering pale pink and containing fractions from the yel-
low bin. Strictly speaking: Granulate from high-density pol-
yethylene (HDPE) of the Systalen make. This is the material 
which the “Green Dot” produces from recycled packagings. 
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